In his study of 'globalising influences' on Asian sexual identities, Dennis Altman argued that the internationalisation of gay identities should enable queer research 'to question the extent to which the forces of globalisation (both economic and cultural) can be said to produce a common consciousness and identity based on homosexuality ' (1996: 79 ). Altman's problematisation could certainly be taken into account while reading the global travel of a contemporary queer art-work that engages with sexual dissidence. However, what Altman calls the 'global gaze ' (1997) should always be subject to negotiation and contestation as well as transfiguration. I thus prefer to seek a way of interpreting an intellectual, artistic consciousness based on queerness or queer practice, in which the notion 'queer' would always already refuse an essentialising commonality based on universally fixed sexual identity categories. However, critiques of the 'Gay International' is also problematic in presupposing a radical alterity between the sexual epistemologies of the West and the rest: the former is overinterpreted as monolithicly imperialist and Islamophobic whereas the latter is taken as a passive overlocalised recipient subject to any socalled western incitement to discourse (Massad, 2002) . Queer, in both cases, would still be a useful critical tool in terms of rethinking histories of sexuality and reevaluating methodological approaches to contemporary sexualities that go beyond identity categories and an unquestioned East-West division (Traub, 2008) . Seymen's art-practice by focusing on the ways in which his art-works refer to, critique and exploit the hegemonic intersections between militarism, nationalism, heteronormativity and masculinity in contemporary Turkey. Though sceptical of an unproblematically performed de-contextualisation of queer theories from its western referent, my reading of Seymen's artistic performance will investigate the possible strategies of translating and transposing queer aesthetics into a critical practice that insist not merely on a local political context but also engages with the geopolitics of global contemporary art market and its 'ethnographic turns'.
Nationhood and Queer Alliances:
Erinç Seymen's Alliance (2009) depicts two bodies united by what appears to be a dildo on a black flag. At first glance, the encounter appears to be an amorous one, if the ambivalent facial expressions on the flag are taken to reveal joy, or ecstasy, and the merging of the hand of one figure with the leg of the other read as supplementing the joyful union as a loving touch. The title of the artwork enacts an indexical naming where the word alliance (ittifak) not only gestures to the bodily union but also, I argue, exploits the flag in marking it as a banal object of militarist nationalism. The flag, which generally 'seems to possess a reassuring normality ... a hegemonic unmarkedness, invisible embeddedness, within everyday life,' (Billig, 1996: 6) becomes radically visible through the homoeroticism evoked by Seymen's strategic use of sameness, symmetry, reciprocity and anal penetration applied to the textile. The artist himself underlines the ambivalence of the work: 'one can read this image as a sexual act or a scene of torture; even those who are punished by the most subjugatory apparatuses of power can construct alliances and produce (and then camouflage) pleasure out of those alliances in the hidden corners we may ignore' (Seymen in Uncu, 2009: n.p.) . Whereas the figures can be interpreted as masochistic servants reiterating the performative of the flag, they may equally be read as amorous embodiments in a non-hegemonic exchange of pleasure juxtaposing the ideological status of the flag -that marker of hegemonic militarist masculinity in which they are embroidered. The artist states: It is possible to argue that the interpenetration of the two bodies in Alliancethe two lovers, the two captives, or the two victims of torture, if you likesignifies an act that escapes hegemonic masculinity and hetero-or homonormative formulations of sexual relationality. A [double-sided] dildo does not have to be a sexual toy of punishment accommodated by a machist male to captivate two holes, two women, or two men in his harem. That dildo and the two holes in Alliance have the potential to disappoint the machist male with the bodily orifice swallowing the penile power by transforming itself into a vacuum. 1 I am wary of reiterating a discourse that merely presupposes that any LGBTQ-based production in Turkey enacts a monolithically provincialised reality of violent homophobic oppression. Localising the artwork to its national referent and situating it within the sociopolitical constellations in Turkey where it was first exhibited in 2009, raises critical analytical possibilities that can interrogate the transposition of queer aesthetics into non-western contexts. However, such a localising practice of critique -a performative critical practice that ignores its object's international travel, indexing it within a national political context only -may run a discursive risk of imposing precarious constructs of neo-colonialism where globalised political discourses of gender and sexual liberation become 'the new yardsticks for democracy' and a new ideological means of racism and Islamophobia (Haritaworn, Tauqir and Erdem, 2009 ; see also Ahmed, 2011) . Equally I am cautious not to replicate a call for the emancipation of LGBTQ subjects and to symptomise, envoice, or allegorise, a clash between the signifiers of democracy, militarism, modernisation and Islam. Seymen's critical voice, I believe, should not only be reduced to an unproblematised identity politics.
The ideological constructs of such localisations in art criticism seem problematic especially when nationality is taken as the default referent, overwhelming other critical interpretations and possibilities of intersectional readings. A considerable part of Seymen's work uses allegorical objects; it recycles, appropriates and subverts gendered iconographies of nationalism. However, I wish to set a critical agenda of reading Seymen's art, aesthetics, visual culture and media as that which transposes queer alterity into Turkish cultural memory -and vice versa -through a constant disidentificatory distance working on and against the local/global binary (Muñoz 1999 ). Seymen's work may be said to enact the counter-enunciating momentum that Erden Kosova discusses in his critique of the post-junta politicisation of art practice by younger generation contemporary visual artists in Turkey: 'Instead of the universalist language of inter-nationalism, which claimed to transcend the constraints and attributed provinciality of local contexts, this new production pursued the decisive strategy of scuffling with all dimensions of its geography-culture' (Kosova, 2009: 2) . I would add here that the artistic agenda of the young post-junta generation demonstrates a curious self-awareness of cultural globalisation within contemporary arts. 2 Their art practice entails many layers of critical appropriation which do not escape or entirely forego the globalising imperatives of theory, politics and art-practice. Seymen here is one of the most significant figures whose artworks can lead to a productive debate on the 2 The military coup on 12 September 1980 marks the most repressive period of Turkey's recent history. As Nurdan Gürbilek also argues, the junta's violence has not only been about a practice acted upon all forms of political and cultural dissidence: it also literally inscribed its hegemony before its withdrawal through the constitution and deep institutionalisation (2011: 4) . What this essay means by the word 'post-junta' does not necessarily presuppose a post-1980s period in Turkey which operates beyond militarism. I would argue that any dissidence returned from the repressed has hitherto been dependent on the military power.
local/global knowledge within queer aesthetics as well as contemporary art criticism. His discourse can be neither reduced to an Occidentalist internalisation of the 'Gay International' (Massad, 2002) nor overinterpreted as a 'de-gayed' localisation of an indigenous homoeroticism. The artworks facilitate, if not embody, dynamic scales of interpretation in queer critique.
Scaling/"Regioning" in Queer Critique"
While the artwork Alliance can be considered to perform a queer intervention into the hegemonic masculinity of militarist nationalism in contemporary Turkey, it still seems to bear a delocalising edge in terms of its resonance with Leo Bersani's reclamation of queer aesthetics as ascesis, or the 'redemptive reinvention of sex ' (1987: 215) by celebrating the queer male's obsession with sex, which 'never stops re-presenting the internalised phallic male as infinitely loved object of sacrifice' (222). The queer political agenda of Seymen's Alliance, the very surface of the artwork (the homo-erotics of sameness and the ironic use of symmetry), crystallises around 'devalorisation of difference, a notion of difference not as a trauma to be overcome ... but rather as a nonthreatening supplement to sameness' (Bersani, 1996: 7) . The artist's performative, propagandist address at an imagined mode of alliance, an imagined queer nationness, through the use of double-ended dildo, enacts an 'expansive sense of gayness in the spirit of ... queerness as an especially capacious and looser understanding between sexuality and selfhood' (Dean, 2000: 278) . Queer in this regard, functions within and beyond the reference of homosexuality and identity politics. It is a gender -and sexuality -conscious strategy of making strange through a performative deployment of the ambiguous, the erotic and the promiscuous. Picking up on what Denis Flannery calls Mapplethorpe's 'queer aesthetic of the pair, Seymen's act of queering operates as 'reversal, action, impact, the interface between power and category, critique' (Flannery, 2005: 268) which attempts to perverse, to sexually mark, or make strange/visible, the unmarkedness of the normative economies of gender and sexuality within power relations.
If queer analysis gives an account of sexual subjectivities under the disembedding forces of globalisation, it should enact a dynamic, multi-scalar approach that considers different scalar registers (e.g. local, regional, national, global) as well as their cross-nurturing intersections. I thus would like my critical analysis to constantly switch scales and oscillate between such localising and universalising discourses. I take Seymen's art as a theoretical object in itself, as an image of thought which allows a critical examination of queer as a travelling, self-scaling concept (Çakirlar, 2011b; 2013) . What I am after is to depart from a possible critical mode of what Irit Rogoff (2010) conceptualises as 'regional imagining' and to read queer aesthetics via non-hegemonic conversations between the art object and the geopolitics of critical theory. Rogoff regards this as an alternative, non-identitarian practice, a practice that does not feel obliged to root one exclusively in either material histories or in purely fantastical projections, opting instead to piece together a location from fragments of what was and of what might be, simultaneously; an attempt both to activate and to actualise notions of location away from being 'located' by an authority of knowledge or a political authority (being Turkish, being Middle Eastern, being of the Muslim world, for example) and towards a notion of '(self)-regioning' ... which focuses not on trying to figure out what one's identity might be as a given, but on trying to produce a set of relationships in the world that might locate one (2010: 48).
Although the artwork cannot be presupposed to implicate explicitly a discourse functioning within its geographical specificity, its anti-militarist anti-statist edge within a queer mode of sabotage is clearly visible. Seymen's Alliance is paradigmatic of a self-regioning critical mode that 'makes possible other forms of territorial affinity rather than belonging' (Rogoff, 2010: 54) . The artwork imagines a queer politics of community and nation. Meanwhile it bears an allegorical potential to elaborate its surface when regionalised to a contemporary post-junta Turkish sociopolitical context. In appropriating the machist representation of the bottom, and doubling the bottomness in excluding the penetrator and reducing the penetration into dildoic detail, Alliance bends the normative logic of penetration, which can be read through the hegemonic administrative discourse of the Turkish military labelling the homosexual body as 'unfit for service'. However, the 'citizens'
of Alliance incorporate neither a clear image of victimhood nor an explicit reference to Turkey. In its strategic, critically generative ambiguity and subtlety, the art work queers the grand signifiers of nationalism, militarism, heteronormativity and hegemonic masculinity. Seymen's Portrait appears to put an emphasis on the ritualistic process of making the portrait -by means of supplementing the artwork with a single screen video installation. In the video, the image of Zeki Müren is roughly portrayed by the artist on a canvas covering a white wooden panel. In fact, we see that the panel is a target in a shooting range being shot at by a marksman. Thus, the finished portrait appears from the bulletholes on the panel, the canvas having been removed. By canvas, I do not mean a conventional sheet or surface that uniformly covers the wooden panel. What archives, what histories of sexual dissidence can be used as a queer dispositif for a strategic return from the collective cultural memory? Can we think today of a cross nurturing dynamics to be mobilised by queer? In particular, what would it mean to be(come) a queer, to queer, to perform 'queer art,' in Turkey after all? What could becoming queer signify in a collective geopolitical memory that has no historic catalyst like Stonewall, or an AIDS crisis to be melancholically reflected upon, to be grieved over, and to act 'militantly' upon (Crimp, 2002) Seymen's gift addresses both the military pashas and the queer pashas in contemporary Turkey.
Mourning Local Queer Histories: Reclamation and Sodomitical Sublimes

Militarism and its queer SM exploits:
The Queer aesthetics prioritise inventing new ways of social relationality, and modes of critical conduct, rather than seeking identity-based paths of resistance. A strong self awareness is at play on the part of contemporary queer studies 'to mobilise a broad social critique of race, gender, class, nationality and religion, as well as sexuality [and] to rethink the relationship between intersectionality and normalisation from multiple points of view' (Eng, Halberstam and Muñoz, 2005: 4-5 ). Seymen's artworks gesture at possibilities of queer critical practice in contemporary Turkey.
The artist enables possible strategies of translating, transposing and diversifying queer into a practice that not merely insists on a local political context but acts as a relational object in its potential to mobilise multiple scales of interpretation and to appropriate the geopolitics of critical theory and of a global/ised contemporary art market.
